ATLANTIS INTERNET GROUP, CORP. 2014 ANNUAL REPORT
TO STOCKHOLDERS
Greetings, and we trust you have enjoyed a safe and great start to the New
Year. This is Atlantis Internet Group’s Annual Report to Stockholders.
The Company has positioned itself, through various partnerships, product
development and strategic personnel moves, to strategically monetize on all
of its recent efforts to move the Mission of ATIG forward, and excel in 2015.
The Company expects this to be its most productive and successful year ever.
After fighting our way back from a series of “bumps-in-the-road”
throughout the past couple of years, ATIG ended 2014 with a BANG! This
Report provides an annual update for our stockholders, and those of our
affiliates and subsidiary organizations, and will briefly outline the current
status of ATIG personnel moves, deals (both pending and completed), and
overall efforts to increase stockholder value.
NEW BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEMBERS
In an effort to boost the performance of ATIG’s stock, and ultimately its
bottom line, ATIG added a well-seasoned dual of gaming executives,
thereby establishing a Board of Directors (“BOD”) with a combined one
hundred & fifty (150) years of Indian Gaming Management, Financial, and
Legal Gaming experience. The new members consist of: Conrad Granito former General Manager of Coushatta, Resort & Casino, and now serving
as General Manager of the Muckeleshoot Casino, situated outside of Seattle,
Washington; Ralph Reid - former General Manager of The AVI Resorts &
Casino, Laughlin, Nevada, who replaced I Nelson Rose, Esq., long time
ATIG advisor, and, who also served a year on our BOD. Attorney Rose’s
international schedule of legal writing presentations, conference panelist
obligations, among other commitments, did not afford him the time to serve
the BOD as a Director. However, he has consented to serve as ATIG’s
Senior Legal Gaming Advisor going forward.
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These new BOD members join our existing members, Donald L. Bailey,
President/CEO, Linda I. Bailey, Executive Vice President and Secretary,
William E. Lewis, Esq., Senior Advisor for Business & Legal Affairs, and
Lucien Alberg, Computer Technology Specialist, in continuing to advance
the ATIG Mission.

NEW DEALS
After months of negotiations, ATIG entered into an Agreement with
Boomerang Capital Pty, Ltd. (“Boomerang”) and Centurion Solutions
(“Centurion”) (jointly, “The Australian Group”) to facilitate a combination
of capital investment, product licensing, and global product distribution
endeavors (the “Endeavors”) to further the Tribal Gaming Network (“TGN”),
both in the United States and abroad. Boomerang’s principals consist of a
group of gaming lawyers, financial experts, and Australian businessmen,
including Steven Moss, Esq., a member of the Board of Directors of ATIG’s
Australian subsidiary, Atlantis Gaming International (Australia) Pty Ltd
(“AGIA”). Centurion “engages with the world’s wagering and gaming
markets, providing accessibility and relevancy for all customer segments.
Centurion is the genesis of over a decade of experience in the retail,
wholesale and professional wagering and gaming space. Centurion and its
principals have worked across the globe in all angles of the wagering and
gaming industry from bookmaking, Tote operations, IT, Broadcast Media,
Sports Wagering Rights, Interactive and Digital strategy. Centurion’s unique
experience and highly focused professional team have allowed its partners
and clients to achieve new levels of returns and growth in global markets.
Centurion is focused on engaging new markets, partnerships and on building
relevant experiences and solutions for customer segments and providers.”
The Australian Group is currently exploring potential Initial Public Offering
(“IPO”) opportunities concurrent with the above-mentioned TGN Endeavors.
Further, and as stated above, the Australian Group has formed a joint
venture (“JV”) to license ATIG’s Tribal Gaming Network, its associated
assets and products. Notwithstanding, ATIG maintains ownership of the
TGN, and is working closely with the Australian Group to further expand
and commercialize TGN accordingly. Moreover, the Agreement, entered
into between the Parties affords ATIG an opportunity to substantially benefit
from the Group’s efforts to reach an ultimate capital infusion milestone of
seven million dollars ($7,000,000.00) through the proposed IPO in Australia.
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Ultimately, ATIG will own a thirty percent (30%) stake in the resulting
Australian company, post IPO, provided the benchmarks and milestones, as
outlined in the Agreement are adequately and timely met. The JV has also
secured a “first-right-of-refusal” to purchase ATIG upon meeting the
necessary capital investment, cash payments, and IPO requirements agreed
to by the Parties.
ATIG has also entered into an agreement with Dynasty Wealth (“DW”), an
investors’ relations (“IR”) firm, to serve the Company with all matters
relative the Company’s stock and market maters. The primary objective of
DW is to be the Company’s initial point of contact and primary clearing
house for increasing ATIG’s stock value, market position, and related
matters. DW will focus on re-establishing, and, ultimately, increasing
ATIG’s stock price and overall market share in the gaming space. DW
brings a team of brokers, and potential investors to support this effort. The
Firm will also be tasked with: updating shareholders, potential investors, and
the general public with all new and relevant ATIG developments and
newsworthy market information, including, but not limited to: market cap
maximization, return on investment data, general public (market) issues, etc.
The Firm will also field and respond to any and all stock and market related
questions arising throughout the course of the fiscal year.
PRODUCT UPDATE
ATIG developed, implemented, launched and is completing two (2)
successful years with operating our TGN products at the largest casino in
Louisiana, The Coushatta Resort and Casino (“Coushatta”), located in
Kinder. Coushatta is currently exploring options to “go live” in 2015, and
we look forward to meeting with Coushatta to discuss the way forward prior
to the end of the first quarter of 2015. In addition, ATIG launched its
Casino Gateway Network (“CGN”) into the social media stratosphere on
Facebook, through its partnership with Wikibetting, a Malta based gaming
company. ATIG premiered its Thunderball Sportbook Exchange, via the
CGN, a Social Gaming product, which is currently featured on Facebook,
allowing players to bet on live sports as well as playing casino games using
Facebook Chips instead of cash.
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Players must purchase Facebook Chips using credit cards in order to bet on a
sport or play a casino game, thereby creating a Social Media Game, which
allows this exciting product to be played throughout the United States, and
internationally, via the Facebook platform. We look forward to expanding
this exciting product to Sports Bars across the United States.
The Company’s first Sports Bar venture with Gilligan’s Sports Bars, of
Harrisburg, PA, launched Thunderball during the 2015 Super Bowl with
great fanfare and excitement. Gilligan’s also plans to launch Thunderball2,
in April 2015, which features a complete suite of casino games for the
gaming public. The introduction of the above mentioned innovative product
lines, through the first of their kind platforms in the gaming industry, are
geared to generate a steady stream of revenue for ATIG and, thereby,
strengthening the Company’s bottom line and benefiting its stockholders.
Additional information on the status of these products and operations will be
provided as the details of each venture becomes available.
Lastly, updated investors’ relations information will be distributed to our
Atlantis Gaming Corporation (AGC) investors in the near future, and, again,
ATIG extends a sincere and heartfelt thank you to those early investors,
along with our current stockholders of ATIG, and other subsidiaries, for
their respective dedication and support throughout the years. We look
forward to a bright future as ATIG maximizes our years of efforts to
establish ATIG’s current position as a leader in the new frontier of the
Global Gaming market, while generating an attractive return on each
Atlantis stockholder’s investment. If you have any questions prior to our
next
informational
communication
please
e-mail
us
at:
info@atlantisinternetgroup.com.
Sincerely,
Donald L. Bailey, President/CEO
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